ADMISSION POLICY
Columbia Academy is a fully accredited independent school with its main focus on Christian
values and academic excellence. It is open to any qualified student and does not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, gender, color, national or ethnic origin, or physical handicap, in admissions or
the administration of its educational policies, programs, and activities except when necessitated by
specific religious tenets held by the school.
A student must be in good standing with the previous school. Previous school records will be
reviewed. Completion of an application with fee, a minimum of one positive recommendation from the
previous school, admissions testing and an in person meeting with an admissions representative, teacher or
administrator are required for all student admissions. Students dismissed from another school will not be
considered for acceptance for enrollment at Columbia Academy unless they are eligible to return to that
same school. All students applying for enrollment in grades 1-12 must take the Otis-Lennon School Ability
Test.
Students desiring to enroll shall apply in a timely manner by set admissions deadlines such that
their admissions process is complete and an enrollment contract is submitted before school starts for that
year. New enrollments and transfers may be considered until the third week in the fall or until the third
week of the spring semester. Exceptions are sometimes possible for students moving from outside the
school area or other situations as approved by administration on an individual basis. Late or mid-year
enrollments are often not possible, especially for students transferring to CA from a school with block
scheduling.
Students seeking enrollment in Columbia Academy should contact the Admissions Office for
information regarding the admission process. An application can be submitted online at any time; however
an application is not a guarantee of openings or acceptance. All applications are subject to the admissions
process as outlined on the school website admissions page (cabulldogs.org). If a grade level is full,
applicants may remain in the waiting pool in the event that an opening becomes available before the school
year or semester starts, or at some other appropriate time to enroll as approved by admissions and
administration. Current immunization requirements will be verified by Columbia Academy prior to
students beginning school. New students must furnish proof of proper immunization. Forms are available at
the Administration Office.
By enrolling at Columbia Academy, each student and that student’s parents or guardian
accept all provisions of this handbook and agree to be bound by same, including, but not limited to,
the standards of conduct and substance abuse policy.

ACADEMIC STANDARDS
Accreditation
Academic standards at Columbia Academy are purposefully high, but the curriculum remains
flexible to meet the needs of both average or above average students. Columbia Academy is accredited by
and/or is a member of the following organizations:
AdvancED (formerly the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools [SACS])
Independent Schools of the Nashville Area (ISNA)
National Christian School Association (NCSA)
Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association (TSSAA)

Grading Scale
Report cards will be provided each grading period using the following scale:
Academic Scale: A 93-100
(Superior)
Conduct Scale: Good/Satisfactory (S)
B 85-92
(Good)
Needs Improvement (N)
C 75-84
(Average)
Unsatisfactory
(U)
D 70-74
(Poor)
F Below 70 (Failing)
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Bible Curriculum
The Bible curriculum is a very special course of study at Columbia Academy. The New King
James, the English Standard and the New American Standard versions are the board-approved versions of
the Bible to be used in the Bible curriculum. All devotional activities in mixed groups shall be led by male
students.

Credits/Retention
Grades 7-8
It is not always possible to determine retention for a student in grades 7-8 until the final grades are
calculated for the year since the yearly average determines whether a student passes in grades 7-8. A junior
high student who fails a class will be required to complete credit recovery. Credit recovery tuition is $300.
If a student fails pre-algebra, the student will be placed in Algebra A/B in eighth grade. Parents of junior
high students failing more than two classes must attend a conference to determine if Columbia Academy is
the right educational choice for the student before the student is allowed to re-enroll.
Junior high students who successfully complete the full year of Algebra I will receive high school
credit. If they retake Algebra I as a freshman, the credit will not be awarded until after the freshman year.

Grades 9-12
Credits in grades 9-12 will be awarded on a per-semester basis in each subject (0.5 credits per
semester). A student who fails one or both semesters of a required course must repeat the failed semester(s)
or attend summer school. A student who fails a semester with a 67 or higher may be given the opportunity
to complete some additional “credit recovery” coursework during spring break and/or during the summer.
Credit recovery tuition is $300. If a student fails a course that is offered in summer school, the student must
attend summer school instead of credit recovery. Students must receive a minimum grade of 60 in order to
participate in summer school. Summer school tuition is $500. If a student fails Bible, it must be made up
during the summer to be allowed to return to CA the following year. Students who wish to be allowed to
complete “credit recovery” should contact the guidance counselor to set up a meeting regarding the
requirements. Upon successful completion of “credit recovery” the semester grade will be entered as a 70.
Both the failed grade and the “credit recovery” grade will be entered on the transcript, but the failed grade
will not be calculated in the GPA. The maximum number of credits which can be earned by “credit
recovery” and/or retakes of classes is four (or eight individual semesters) One exception would be that
seniors not meeting all the academic graduation requirements to receive a diploma would be allowed to
complete those requirements by earning up to two (2) additional credits in the subsequent summer. They
would still be prohibited from participating in the graduation ceremony. Each student wanting to take
advantage of this provision shall have the recommendation of the counselor and the approval of the
principal.
Students are generally not permitted to repeat a course for credit unless that course has been failed.
An exception will be made if a student is retaking the course to ensure greater mastery of the content. In
this case, both attempts will remain on the transcript. One attempt will earn a required credit while the other
attempt will count as an elective credit. This exception must have pre-approval of the guidance counselor.

Scheduling of Classes
Students will generally be given an opportunity to choose the following year’s courses in the
spring of the year. All classes may not be available every year because of interest, staffing, facilities, etc.
Students who do not indicate their choices by the announced deadline may be placed in courses that the
administration feels are in the best interests of that student with little possibility of schedule changes. All
students in grades 7 - 11 must take 7 classes. Seniors must take at least 6 classes. Students who do not take
the required number of classes are in danger of losing TSSAA eligibility. Dual enrollment and summer
courses can help to fulfill eligibility requirements, but it is best to complete these requirements during the
school year. Students are encouraged to take a full load of classes in order to prepare adequately for
college. High-achievers will generally be placed on the advanced track in mathematics and English. Study
halls are discouraged.
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Once scheduled, written permission of a parent/guardian, all teachers involved, the counselor, and
the principal is necessary for all changes that are not specifically to fulfill impending graduation
requirement deficits. All schedule changes must be completed by the tenth day of the semester. After that,
only changes that are approved by the principal will be allowed. This includes dropping, adding, or
changing any classes.

Honor Roll & Honors Assembly
Upper school honor roll shall be designated at the conclusion of each grading period. Students
with all report card grades of “A” shall be listed on the President’s Honor Roll; those with all grades of “A”
and “B” shall be listed on the honor roll. Near the conclusion of the school year, an awards assembly is
scheduled for the purpose of honoring students in grades 7-12 who have exhibited outstanding conduct,
attendance, and academic performance.
Overall GPA
The high school GPA is calculated by assigning a point value as follows: A=4.0; B=3.0; C=2.0;
D=1.0. The points are accumulated beginning with the freshman year through the end of the senior year.
(Algebra I taken in the eighth grade also counts in the GPA. If Algebra I is taken in eighth and ninth grade,
only the second year counts in the GPA.) Both this GPA and the weighted cumulative GPA are included on
transcripts sent to colleges and universities. CA will use the grading scale from the referring school on
transferred credits when computing the overall GPA for transfer students. The passing grade for a course
made up either in summer school or during the regular semester at CA shall replace the failed grade when
calculating the overall GPA.
Honors GPA
Columbia Academy also calculates an honors GPA. The honors GPA is only used for ranking
purposes and does not include any “participation” courses such as wellness, band, chorus, yearbook, art,
journalism, unified PE, etc. Using the 4.0 scale, students will receive 1 quality point added only to the
following courses each semester: advanced English, pre-calculus, calculus, advanced biology, advanced
chemistry, physics, anatomy, and dual enrollment courses which replace CA advanced courses or are taught
at CA. (See the section on dual enrollment for more details.) AP courses will receive 1.5 quality points per
semester. A student must receive the principal’s permission to take an online course for credit. The
principal will determine the weighting of the course. In the future, if courses are designated “advanced” by
the administration at the beginning of the school year, those courses will also earn 1 quality point as well.
Quality points will be added to qualified honors courses for students transferring from accredited public or
private schools if they match the advanced courses available at CA as listed above. The total number of
quality points that will be awarded to transfer students is not to exceed the total number of quality points
attained by current CA students of the same grade level. Additional quality points will not be added to any
courses from home schools.
Valedictorian/Salutatorian
In order to be named valedictorian or salutatorian, a student must have attended CA his or her
entire junior and senior years and must be a member of the National Honor Society. A student will be
named valedictorian if he/she has the highest unweighted overall GPA and has the highest number of
quality points. The total number of quality points awarded for valedictorian and salutatorian will be no
higher than the number of possible quality points awarded through Columbia Academy classes. If at least
one student does not have both the highest GPA and highest quality point total, valedictorian/salutatorian
honors will be calculated by using the straight honors GPA (see Honors GPA section above) on an equal
number of classes. All advanced classes will be kept and courses that are not comparable will be
eliminated. The administration will determine which courses are comparable. If a tie remains, the numeric
average from all non-participation classes will be used. If this tiebreaker is used, transfer honors courses
will not receive additional points that may have been added for the transcript. If students are still tied, the
tie would be broken by the highest ACT composite score achieved no later than the December testing date.
After breaking the tie, the second highest student will be named salutatorian. Valedictorian and salutatorian
determination will be made at the end of the fourth academic quarter.
Beginning in the fall of 2019, CA will be offering courses through Ethos Digital Learning.
Students may only take two Ethos courses, per school year, to count the same as any other CA-offered dual
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enrollment or AP course. Students may request to take a third Ethos course; however, that decision will be
made by the principal. In the event a student is granted permission to take a third Ethos course in that same
school year, the third course will not receive weighted credit. Additionally, if a student takes three Ethos
courses within the same school year, the two highest Ethos course grades will be used to calculate
valedictorian or salutatorian GPA. CA will offer need-based financial aid to eligible students taking Ethos
courses to ensure equitable access when determining class ranking.
Class Rank and Honors
Other than valedictorian and salutatorian honors, all other ranking will be determined by using the
honors GPA only. Honors and class rankings for seniors are determined at the end of the second semester
of the senior year. Though separate from membership in the National Honor Society, honor designations
for graduating seniors shall be as follows: GPA of 3.25 = cum laude (with honors); GPA of 3.50 = magna
cum laude (with high honors); GPA of 3.75 -= summa cum laude (with highest honors). Ties in rank will be
broken using the honors numeric average. Students will generally be informed of their honors designation
by February 1. Any student wishing to know his/her exact rank may ask the guidance office for that
information.

Communication & Conferences
Parents are encouraged to contact teachers anytime they feel a conference would benefit their
child. Call the upper school office, teacher, or counselor to arrange such a conference. A progress report
is sent home at the mid-point of the grading period for all students. Notification is generally attempted
anytime the student is in danger of failing for the grading period, as well as anytime the student makes a
failing grade on a major test, report, paper, project, etc. It will also normally be communicated when a
student is working significantly below ability level even though the grade may not be failing. Parents may
access their child’s grades through RenWeb at any time. Access to RenWeb may be restricted due to
overdue accounts in the business office. All students shall accept the responsibility to communicate their
academic difficulties and failures to parents in order to receive the needed motivation or extra help.
Students shall not wait for the teacher to contact the parent. The grade and all work as well as the
communication associated with that grade are the responsibility of the student.

Academic Probation
Academic probation is designed to motivate students to show satisfactory improvement in their
grades or face exclusion from activities (as indicated below) or possible dismissal from Columbia
Academy. The following guidelines are in effect for academic probation:
Criteria. A senior who earns a failing grade in any subject required for graduation, as well as any
student failing any two subjects, will be placed on academic probation. The status is determined by the
report card average for quarters one and three and the semester average after quarters two and four.
Students on academic probation at the time of selection for honors such as homecoming court or escort,
National Honor Society, club membership, student council or class officer elections, etc., will be ineligible
for such selection.
Consequences. Students who earn academic probation shall not be allowed to participate in any
extracurricular or athletic activity while on academic probation, excluding practices or normal classroom
activities. Probation begins with the issuance of the report cards to the upper school student body. Students
on academic probation will be allowed to practice and be with the team or group in street clothes on the
bench, sidelines, or other performance area at the discretion of the coach or sponsor. Uniforms or jerseys
shall not be worn during the duration of academic probation except as designated by the coach or sponsor
for practice sessions.
Evaluation. A student who earns academic probation status shall show adequate effort and
improvement. Teachers may be asked to make a professional judgment of the progress indicated by a %
grade for each three weeks of effort. If there is little effort or improvement, the student may lose the right to
participate with an athletic team or extracurricular group during any activity or practice of any kind that
takes place outside of the normal classroom period or school day (generally 7:50 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.).
Removal. Students placed on academic probation shall immediately put more time and effort into
academic work. They should seek extra help from teachers, parents, and classmates. They shall make
themselves available for the teacher’s extra study sessions. For the academic probation to be removed,
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students must pass all subjects so that if they were not on AP they would not be placed on academic
probation. If the probation is not removed by the end of the next grading period, the student may be
dismissed from school for one semester. Under certain circumstances, a student may be allowed to remain
in school even though the probation has not been removed, subject to the approval of the principal in
consultation with other faculty and parents. Final dismissal for all students facing academic difficulty rests
with the CA administration.
Note. It is suggested that parents work closely with the student to encourage good daily study
habits, early communication about failing grades, taking advantage of extra help offered, securing a tutor if
needed, completion of homework and projects, and proper preparation for quizzes and tests, etc. If the time
needed to practice athletics or be involved in other extracurricular activities is a detriment to academic
success, the parent is urged to remove the student from that participation. During probation as well as upon
reinstatement to the team, squad or organization, decisions concerning participation or playing time rest
entirely with the coach or sponsor. Make up work or time “sitting out” may be required.

Incomplete Grades
A teacher may generally only give a grade of incomplete (I) on a report card when absences due to
extended illness or injury have precluded sufficient time for make up work. Otherwise, the grade earned to
that point shall be noted on the report card. Any grade of “I” shall be removed within two weeks following
the end of the grading period or it shall become a grade of “F.” Teachers shall submit a “Change of Grade
Form” when a grade of “I” is changed. Completing the work is the responsibility of the student. Since the
TSSAA interprets an incomplete semester average as an “F,” it is imperative that athletes not have any
grades of “I” for semester averages during in-season participation.

Semester Exams
All students in grades 7-12 are required to take first semester examinations in all core academic
subjects (excluding the following courses: wellness, band, chorus, yearbook, art, etc.). Any student in
grades 7-12 who achieves a 93% or higher average for the second semester will be exempt from the final
exam. Exempt students will be notified before the semester exam period begins. Students may exempt a
one-semester course even in the fall with the same grade average as stated above and no more than five
absences. Students shall be in dress code to be eligible to take exams.

Graduation Requirements
The following credits are required of all high school students for graduation from Columbia
Academy. A senior must meet all graduation requirements before being allowed to participate in the
commencement exercise and receive a diploma. Exceptions may be granted in certain situations such as
when a major injury or illness occurs late during the senior year. Such a recommendation shall come from
the principal and be approved by the president. Students must take the ACT on or before the February
testing date of their senior year, unless enrolled as a Harmony student.

Bible
4
English
4
Math
4 (must be
Alg I, Geom, Alg II,
and one additional
credit above the
level of Algebra II. )

Science
3 (must be
Biology, Chemistry or
Physics and one
additional lab science.)
Social Studies
2
Government
½
Economics
½
Speech
½

Foreign Language 2
Wellness (PE)
1*
Wellness (Health) ½*
Fine Arts
1
Computer
½
Personal Finance ½
Elective
½

* Beginning with the Class of 2020, all students must earn 4 Wellness credits.
Note 1: High school students must earn Bible credit by satisfactorily passing Bible each semester enrolled
at CA. Transfer students may substitute other electives to satisfy these credits for the years not at CA.
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Note 2: Pre-calculus or senior math is recommended for all seniors not on the advanced track. Seniors who
have satisfactorily completed four mathematics credits (Algebra I & II, geometry, and pre-calculus) shall
generally enroll in another advanced math course. Exceptions must be recommended by the counselor and
approved by the principal and will generally only be considered when dual enrollment [explained
elsewhere in this handbook] or taking a multi-year course such as band prohibit a senior from scheduling
either of these math classes. Juniors shall also be enrolled in a math class as part of their collegepreparatory program of study. Juniors who completed Algebra I in the 8th grade would normally be enrolled
in pre-calculus; those who completed Algebra I in the 9th grade would normally be enrolled in geometry or
Algebra II. Exceptions would need the recommendation of the counselor, permission of the parent, and
approval of the principal.
Note 3: Completing Algebra I in the 8th grade makes a place in the student’s high school schedule for
advanced mathematics courses such as pre-calculus and calculus; additionally, it counts as one of the four
(4) mathematics credits needed for graduation as set by the State of Tennessee. Furthermore, it counts on
the high school GPA. When a student chooses to repeat Algebra I in the 9th grade after passing it in the 8th,
only the 9th grade course results will count toward graduation, GPA, and high school credit. Many students
will take Algebra I over two years. Algebra I AB is the first half, and Algebra I CD is the second half. In
this case, Algebra I credit will be awarded after the completion of Algebra I CD.
Note 4: High-achieving students in grades 7-12 may be placed in the advanced track in math, science and
English based on a 90+ average in the subject matter the previous year and teacher recommendation. As
much as possible, grouping in other classes will be determined by scheduling. A student who performs
poorly for the year in an advanced class may be removed from that track upon recommendation of the
teacher and counselor and with the approval of the principal. When scheduling and enrollment numbers
permit, a CA student not on the advanced track or a transfer student may be recommended for the advanced
track with parental request, recommendation of the teacher and counselor, and approval of the principal
based on the above listed criteria. Schedule changes during a semester are governed by the procedures and
timetable set forth in this handbook. The advanced track in mathematics shall include pre-algebra 7,
Algebra I-8, geometry 9th, Algebra II 10th, pre-calculus 11th, the student’s choice of AP or Dual Enrollment
classes 12th. The advanced track in English shall generally begin at the 9th grade level and shall
include English I advanced, English II advanced, English III advanced or AP English Language, AP
English Literature or dual enrollment English.

Balancing Academics and Extracurricular Activities
At Columbia Academy, the spiritual foundation and the academic classes are the core around
which all else revolves. While CA is a college preparatory institution, the administration and faculty are
concerned with offering a well-rounded education to all students. Spiritual events, service projects, class
and field trips, and a wide range of various types of other extracurricular activities help make the Academy
a special place for students to grow and mature in all aspects of life. Even when this proliferation of events
tends to minimize class time, it is still the responsibility of the student to keep up with course work and
make up missed assignments.

Late Work Policy
Students should make every effort to turn in assignments by the designated due date. Assignments
are considered late if they are not turned in according to the teacher’s directions. Assignments not turned in
on time will have 10% deducted from the grade for each day late after the due date. Assignments not turned
in after five days will not be accepted and a 0 will be given. In addition to the grade reduction, teachers
may assign the student detention in which the student must complete the late assignment.

Transfer Students
Students who transfer from a non-accredited school or from a home school will be evaluated on an
individual basis and may be asked to take subject-area tests for placement purposes and for the awarding of
credit. A grade of “P” (pass) may be assigned rather than a numerical average when credit is granted for
high school courses. In such cases, it is the responsibility of the parent to furnish documentation of
accreditation and grades. Students who transfer to CA from an accredited institution with letter grades
rather than numerical averages shall have an equivalent numerical value assigned and recorded on the
official CA transcript in order for a numeric average to be determined on an equitable basis with all CA
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students. This transition to numerical averages shall be as follows: A=96; B=88; C=80; D=73; F=60. CA
will use the grade scale from the referring school on transferred credits in order to calculate the overall
GPA to send to colleges and universities.

Dual Enrollment
Seniors wanting to begin college early and still receive the CA diploma shall be enrolled in a
minimum of five courses both semesters during the senior year. At least three of these shall be courses
taken at CA. Attendance at chapel will be expected of such a senior. All seniors desiring to take advantage
of this dual enrollment opportunity must have the recommendation of the counselor and approval of the
principal. Students choosing the dual enrollment option must be able to stay in all scheduled CA classes for
the fully allotted time and still have a safe cushion of travel time to Columbia State. When circumstances
are such that parents request, the counselor recommends, and the principal approves dual enrollment for a
junior, the same criteria generally apply as stated for a senior except that the junior shall be enrolled in an
average of six courses each semester with at least four of these at CA. Credit for college courses will be
determined on an individual basis by the principal. Students with any questions about transfer credit should
ask the counselor regarding individual courses.
Dual enrollment courses will be accepted at CA as a credit and will be calculated into the GPA if
the course takes the place of a high school course or is considered a CA elective. If the course replaces an
advanced CA course, quality points will be awarded on a comparable basis when the course is taken during
the regular school year. No quality points are awarded when courses are taken during the summer.

RenWeb
All students and parents are encouraged to set up an account on RenWeb to access lesson plans,
grades, announcements and attendance records. Directions for RenWeb are available in the school office.
Students will be provided with a school email address that they must check on a regular basis. Grades will
be regularly updated on RenWeb. An assignment that is turned in will be graded and posted by Friday of
the following week. Teachers will also post homework assignments, test/quiz dates, and due dates for
projects/papers on RenWeb. Progress reports and other notifications are made by email unless parents
request a hard copy.

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
Designated Discipline Plan
The discipline policies of the Academy can generally be summed up by the statement that students
should be where they are supposed to be, when they are supposed to be there, doing what they are supposed
to be doing. Prior to the start of each school year, the principal shall establish any necessary disciplinary
procedures not specified in this handbook. Teachers are generally expected to set their own procedures in
the classroom that do not deviate from those specified in this handbook or published by the principal. The
purpose of any discipline plan is to enable teachers to deal with inappropriate behavior in a consistent,
reasonable, and equitable manner; to allow the "classroom" setting to remain the domain of the teachers by
permitting them to have rules, teaching styles, and methods of management best suited to their
personalities; to promote prompt communication with parents at an early stage in matters of student
misconduct; to enlist their support in helping students develop the motivation and self-discipline that
acceptable behavior requires; and to develop a thorough system of documentation of inappropriate
behavior.

Consequences of Offenses
Suggested levels are affected by attitude as well as combinations or frequency of misconduct:
Minor Infractions are handled by the teacher observing the misconduct; consequences shall be directed at
stopping the inappropriate behavior such as warning, counseling, detention, additional assignments, phone
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call to parent, etc. Repeated violations of classroom rules will result in a referral to the upper school
administration.
Serious Infractions are sent to the upper school administration with an office referral slip; some actions
are subject to specific consequences listed elsewhere in the handbook or consequences ranging in severity
from detention to suspension and/or expulsion. Flagrant abuse or repetition of Minor Infractions is treated
as a serious infraction. This would include, but is not limited to, honor code violations, disrespect, violence
or threats of violence, etc.
Specific Consequences for offenses are detailed in the attached “Table of Offenses and Consequences,”
though the administration reserves the right to assign different consequences to an offense as it deems
necessary.

Anti-Bullying Policy
Everyone at Columbia Academy is committed to making our school a safe and caring place for all our
students. We will treat each other with respect, and we will refuse to tolerate bullying in any form at our
school. We have implemented the Olweus Bullying Prevention Program, which we refer to as Bulldogs
United. Always keep in mind what the Bible says in Philippians 2:4 “Let each of you look not only to his
own interests, but also the interests of others.”
Bulldogs United: Bullying Definition
Bullying is when someone repeatedly and on purpose says or does mean or hurtful things to another person
who has a hard time defending himself or herself.
Bulldogs United Four Anti-bullying Rules
1. We will not bully others.
2. We will try to help students who are bullied.
3. We will try to include students who are left out.
4. If we know that someone is being bullied, we will tell an adult at school and an adult at home.
Students found to exhibit bullying behavior may be subject to disciplinary action including
suspension or expulsion.

Upper School Bullying Prevention Guidelines
Level of
Infraction

Behaviors

Possible
Consequences

-Unwanted teasing, taunting, or gesturing
Level 1
(Teacher Level) -Name calling

-Document with student
referral form
-Parent contacted by
phone/email
-Immediate verbal
reprimand
-Conference with student
-Other as deemed
appropriate/necessary

-All level 1 infractions occurring 3 or more
times
-Physical contact or gesturing that is
threatening in nature
-Name calling with profanity
-Verbal cruelty

-Document with student
referral form
-Office visit mandatory
(remove from classroom)
-Parent contacted by
phone/email by

-Starting or spreading rumors/Gossiping
-Purposefully embarrassing or humiliating
someone
-Throwing objects at other students
-Purposeful exclusion and/or encouraging
exclusion
-Pushing and/or shoving
-Other similar behaviors
**All occurring 2 or fewer times

Level 2
(School Level)
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-Other similar behaviors

Administrator
-”No Bullying” contract
-Detention 60 minutes
-In School Suspension
-Other as deemed
appropriate/necessary

Level 3
(School Level)

-Any level 2 infraction occurring more than
once.
-Sexual harassment (verbal or teasing in
nature)
-Racial or religious slurs or insults
-Verbal threats
-Extortion (stealing, taking lunch or lunch
money, property, etc.)
-Distributing and/or displaying a picture,
statement, or object that is threatening, hurtful,
or harmful.
-Intentional destruction of property
-Physical harm
-Other similar behaviors

-Document with student
referral form
-Office visit mandatory
(remove from classroom)
-Parent conference with
administrator (student
suspended until meeting)
-”No Bullying” contract
mandatory
-Loss of privileges
-In/Out school suspension
-Dismissal from school
-Behavior Probation (BP)
-Other as deemed
appropriate/necessary

Level 4
(School Level)

-Any level 3 infraction occurring more than
once.
-Sexual harassment (verbal with intent to
emotionally harm, and any type of physical)
-Other similar behaviors

-Document with student
referral form
-Office visit mandatory
(remove from classroom)
-Parent contacted and
conference mandatory with
administrator (student
suspended until meeting)
-Out of school suspension
-Law enforcement contacted
as needed
-Dismissal from school
-Other as deemed
appropriate/necessary

These behaviors are considered an offense in any form and may occur but are not limited to: one-on-one,
in a group, or via the misuse of technology or social media of any kind. This list is not meant to be
exhaustive, but is intended to generally describe those behaviors and actions prohibited under this
policy. Actions not specifically listed but that are similar in nature or result, whether intended or
unintended, are likewise prohibited. All questions and concerns relating to our Anti-Bullying
expectations/consequences shall be determined by the Academy in its sole discretion.

Threats of Violence
Comments made in verbal or written form about performing acts of violence, causing bodily
injury, making bombs, or carrying weapons on campus or around CA personnel will be taken
seriously. Consequences shall be severe.

Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment is unacceptable at Columbia Academy. Sexual harassment is unwanted sexual
attention that makes a person uncomfortable or causes problems in school, work, or in social settings.
Some examples are verbal or written slurs or abuse; suggestive, offensive, or derogatory comments; sexist
remarks about someone’s body, clothing or sexual activity; insults of a sexual nature; requests or demands
for sexual favors; catcalls or other suggestive or insulting sounds or gestures; unnecessary and unwanted
physical contact; and physical assault. Students who have complaints of sexual harassment, whether such
harassment occurs on campus or off campus, should report them immediately to the upper school
administration or a teacher. Complaints will be considered confidential, and each complaint will be
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thoroughly investigated. If the evidence supports the allegation that sexual harassment has occurred,
corrective action, including the possibility of expulsion, will be taken.

Sexual Activity and Identity
Columbia Academy is a religious institution providing an education in a distinctly Christian
environment, believing its role is to work in conjunction with parents and guardians to mold students to be
Christ-like. We believe that God has established marriage as a lifelong, exclusive relationship between one
man and one woman and that all intimate sexual activity outside that marital relationship, whether
heterosexual, homosexual or otherwise, is immoral and therefore sin (Gen. 2:24-25; Ex. 20:14, 17, 22:19;
Lev. 18:22-23, 20:13, 15-16; Matt. 19:4-6, 9; Rom. 1:18-31; I Cor. 6:9-10, 15-20; I Tim. 1:8-11; Jude 7).
We believe that God created the human race male and female and that all conduct with the intent to adopt a
gender other than one’s birth gender is immoral and therefore sin (Gen. 1:27; Deut. 22:5). As such,
Columbia Academy reserves the right, within its sole discretion, to refuse admission of an applicant or
discontinue enrollment of a current student who actively demonstrates violations of these Biblical
principles. Such violations include, but are not limited to, any sexual relations outside of marriage; public
manifestation of a homosexual relationship (including, but not limited to, kissing, holding hands or dating
members of the same gender or public announcement of a homosexual preference, on social media or
elsewhere); and/or public manifestation of an identification with a gender other than one’s birth gender
(including but not limited to social media postings). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, no student
who admits to a member of the school’s faculty or staff that he/she experiences same-sex attraction or
issues with gender identification, without any physical manifestation of that attraction or new gender
identification, shall be subject to disciplinary measures.

Honor Code
Columbia Academy students are expected to maintain high moral standards at all times and thus
are expected to observe the Academy’s “Honor Code” stated herein.
Upon enrollment into Columbia Academy, I personally pledge to uphold the high moral standards
expected of me and will conduct myself as a gentleman/lady in regard to the following precepts:
In that cheating is not only morally wrong but also dishonorable and harmful to me and my
fellow students, I pledge to refrain from giving and/or receiving aid on any form of test or examination; or
copying and/or using homework, reports, or projects prepared by another student and claiming the work is
mine.
In that stealing (“taking without permission”) is not only morally wrong, but is a direct violation
of legal codes, I pledge to refrain from willfully taking the property of another.
In that lying is not only morally wrong, it is also dishonorable and unworthy of a gentlemen/lady,
I pledge to refrain from all deliberate distortions of the truth to my fellow students, to faculty, to staff, and
to administration; this includes verbal and written communications as well as forging of notes and others’
signatures.
In that the Internet and other technology is readily available on the Academy campus, and given
the difficult task of supervising access to the Internet, the CA Responsible Use Policy is hereby part of the
CA Honor Code.
Violation of the Honor Code can be grounds for dismissal from CA. Violations will be reviewed by
the administration. Violation of the Honor Code is considered to be very serious. If any student is aware of
any violation of the Honor Code, he or she shall be responsible for reporting such in confidence to any
staff member.

Consequences for Cheating
The Definition. Cheating includes, but is not necessarily limited to, getting unauthorized help
from any source—written, verbal, electronic, etc.—on a quiz, test, or examination; or copying another’s
homework, report, project, etc. and turning it in as one’s own. Seeing the student communicating in any
manner during a test or looking as though help is being received from any unauthorized source or from
another’s paper during any graded assignment is considered adequate proof of cheating. Both the one
receiving and the one supplying the help will be penalized in a manner consistent with this policy and with
the previous misconduct record of the student.
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The teacher will proceed as follows:
1. Record a grade of “Zero” on that assignment.
2. Assign a conduct grade of “N” for that grading period. If this is the second cheating offense in that
class during the same grading period, the student shall receive a conduct grade of “U.”
3. Phone or contact the parent in person.
4. Send an office referral to the upper school administration so prior offenses can be checked.
The principal will proceed as follows:
1. Upon receipt of the office referral for cheating, check the student’s file for prior cheating offenses
or other incidents that may be cause for more severe consequences.
2. The 1st cheating offense will earn a day of in-school suspension (ISS). The 2nd cheating offense
will result in out of school suspension (OSS), and the student will be placed on Behavior
Probation (BP) with the accompanying one (1) calendar week’s exclusion from participation in all
extracurricular activities.
Students with prior frequent or serious misconduct may earn more serious consequences than this
discipline schedule dictates. The student’s record will be expunged of the consequences for one cheating
offense for each school year with no further cheating violations. If there is more than one cheating offense
in a school year, the offenses will carry over from one year to the next.

Internet and Technology Terms and Conditions for Use
Parents, guardians, and students, please read carefully these legally binding conditions. This must
be understood and agreed to before a student shall be granted access to the Internet at Columbia Academy.
Columbia Academy provides Internet access to upper school students. The purpose of this
availability is to promote educational excellence in the school by facilitating resource sharing, innovation,
and communications. Students can access some or all of the following:
Email communications with people all over the world;
Information and news from research institutions;
Public domain and software of all types;
Discussion groups on a variety of topics;
University library catalogs, the Library of Congress, and other knowledge domains.
With this technology comes the capability of accessing material that is not considered either of
educational value or acceptable for Christian viewing. That is what makes these Terms and Conditions
necessary at Columbia Academy. Precautions will be taken to restrict access to controversial and
inappropriate items. In addition to other serious disciplinary consequences, students who violate the terms
of this policy will be prohibited from using CA computer equipment or restricted from use unless directly
supervised by a staff member.
Accessing, transmitting, downloading, or viewing any material in violation of CA policies and
standards or any government regulation is prohibited. This includes unlawful use of copyrighted material,
threatening or obscene material, as well as material protected by a trade secret. Use for commercial
activities, product advertising, or political lobbying is prohibited. Types of material that will be considered
inappropriate for CA students to access, in addition to pornography of all types, are any items not meeting
CA standards of Christian conduct as well as those items not pursued for their educational value.
Vandalism or unauthorized use or access of Columbia Academy hardware, software, equipment,
materials, files, documents, etc. is considered a serious offense. With any use of Internet chat rooms, email,
etc., the student is expected to follow rules of good conduct and etiquette. This includes avoiding language
that is discourteous, impolite, profane, obscene, offensive, and inflammatory. Avoid giving names,
addresses, phone numbers, or any other personal information about yourself or any other Academy
personnel. Note that email is not guaranteed private. Systems operators have access to e-mail. Inappropriate
messages, when discovered, will be dealt with as a serious offense.
Students who send threatening emails to other students/teachers can be disciplined for these
actions. Discipline for violation of this policy could range from a verbal warning to suspension as deemed
appropriate by the administration.
Finally, each student and his or her parent/guardian must sign the Columbia Academy –
Responsible Use Policy, the terms of which are hereby incorporated into this Handbook.
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Forbidden Items
These are generally forbidden, and students must have advance permission to use them on campus,
school trips, or at CA activities:
 Food or drink items in the buildings.
 Candy or merchandise sales on campus during school hours [generally 7:45 a.m. to 3:15 p.m.]
 Inappropriate magazines, printed material, pictures (digital or otherwise), videos, CDs, etc.
 Skateboards, skates, roller blades, scooters and similar recreational and entertainment items; these
are not allowed on sidewalks, in parking lots, or on the track before, during, or after activities
during which large crowds are present; use of these items is prohibited on any athletic courts and
fields at all times.
 Electronic devices not issued by the school.
 Drug, alcohol, tobacco in any form, or e-cigarettes, or any of the paraphernalia that is associated
with these substances.
 Firearms, chemical devices, knives, etc. or any item which may be classified as a weapon; this
includes play, toy, and look-alike items as well.
 Gang-related apparel or paraphernalia.
 Laser lights/pointers of any kind as well as anything that emits inappropriate noises or smells such
as noisemakers, wildlife calls, firecrackers, stink sprays, and the like.
 Cell Phones: Students are prohibited from using cell phones or having them “ON” during the
school day. This includes lunch or breaks as well as school sponsored trips.
 This includes not only receiving calls but also the use of cell phones for any other purpose,
i.e. text messaging, games, etc.
 Cell phones that are visible or turned on during the instructional day will be confiscated by a
member of the faculty. This includes phones that are on vibrate or silent mode.
 Parents are not to attempt to contact students or instruct them to contact the parent during
school hours by cell phone. Cell phones may be used for emergency contact with permission
from the teacher or coach supervising the student.
 The school is not responsible for the loss, theft, damage, or vandalism to student cell phones
or other student property.
The school reserves the right to search lockers, vehicles, book bags, pockets, purses, etc. at such
time as suspicion exists that students are in possession of any forbidden or prohibited items or substances.

Other Behavior Regulations
Good behavior is expected of all Columbia Academy students. Showing respect for teachers and
staff, complying with instructions, and getting along well with fellow students are essential. While it is the
responsibility of the teacher to maintain discipline in the classroom, it is equally the responsibility of the
student to allow the teacher to control and direct the class in a manner deemed most suitable by that teacher
without undue interruption or disruption. All teachers are responsible for correcting misbehavior and
guiding students into proper behavior patterns. Any student who shows disrespect or defiance toward a
teacher, administrator, or staff member is subject to parental notification and immediate suspension from
school. Additionally, students found to have been involved in defacing or destroying the personal property
of CA employees on or off campus will be subject to severe disciplinary consequences including
suspension or expulsion.
 Students are expected to show proper respect and attention during chapel and in all classes.
 Students are expected to act in a respectful manner on school sponsored trips. Should a severe
problem arise on a school sponsored trip, the parent will be notified to pick up the child or pay
for the student to be sent home. This will result in out-of-school suspension while the
situation is being investigated.
 Being in an unauthorized location, being out of class without proper permission, and leaving
campus without appropriate signing out and obtaining permission in the office are also
violations that will be cause for disciplinary action.
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Public displays of affection (embracing, kissing, sitting in another’s lap, sitting or walking
with an arm around the other person, etc.) on campus, on school trips, or at school activities
are considered in poor taste.
A student who engages in inappropriate sexual activity while enrolled at Columbia Academy
should expect serious consequences. While each case will be reviewed individually by the
administration, generally any student who engages in inappropriate sexual activity will be
immediately prohibited from participation in any CA activities, including, but not necessarily
limited to, classes, athletic programs, banquets, trips, assemblies, graduation, etc.
The privilege of chewing gum or permissible candy items at the appropriate times carries with
it a responsibility for seeing that disposal of these items and their wrappers is done properly.
The student council shall have the responsibility of helping educate the student body in this
area. Teachers have the right to limit or prohibit use of such items in their classrooms. Proper
chewing of gum or candy involves that they neither be seen nor heard. Too much improper
disposal of gum or wrappers will be cause for cancellation of this privilege for a length of
time to be determined by the administration and subsequent severe consequences for those
chewing anything without permission during the time when the privilege is canceled.

Detention
Detentions will be assigned by the classroom teachers or the upper school administration for
various types of rule infractions. Detentions will be held either before school or after school on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. If needed, additional sessions will be held and dates may be changed by the upper school
administration. Students will have at least one day’s notice of detention. With parental permission, students
may choose to serve the detention prior to the assigned date. When assigned, detention takes precedence
over all scheduled events, school activities, work, travel from home, study sessions, etc. It is the
responsibility of the student to make arrangements to attend detention as assigned. A consequence for
skipping will generally be that the detention is doubled. Skipping again will earn the student a day of Outof-School Suspension.

Behavior Probation
Students are placed on behavior probation (BP) when, in the judgment of the upper school
administration, the seriousness or frequency of misconduct makes it necessary. Additionally, students shall
be placed on BP when they receive one or more conduct grades of “4”or “U” on a report card. A student on
BP shall show improvement each grading period to avoid more severe consequences. A serious violation or
frequency of minor misconducts shall also lead to more serious action. To be removed from BP, a student
must obtain conduct grades of “2”or “S” in all classes, minimum misconduct referrals, no serious
violations, and the recommendation of the upper school administration.

Saturday School
Saturday School [SS] is a disciplinary consequence that may be assigned by the upper school
administration for serious offenses or frequency of minor infractions. The following guidelines and
procedures are generally in effect for Saturday School:
 SS will be scheduled for 2 or more students on a selected Saturday as needed from 8:00 a.m.
to 12 noon for a variety of infractions including, but not limited to, excessive absenteeism or
tardies.
 SS shall take place in a CA classroom; students will silently work on school assignments and
may be assigned work details on campus.
 Students will be notified at least a week in advance [written notice to student and subsequent
email to parent] and are then expected to rearrange their schedules in order to be present for
the full, assigned time.
 SS will be monitored by an adult selected by the administration. Whenever possible, a
certified Columbia Academy faculty member will be the supervisor.
 Students tardy to SS by more than 5 minutes but not more than 1 hour will serve the
remainder of that SS until noon; then they will serve a day of ISS as make up time for the
time missed. Students who are more than 1 hour tardy or skip SS without advance contact
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with the teacher or a doctor’s official note excusing the absence shall be assigned to an
additional SS as well as a day of ISS.

Suspension/Expulsion
The upper school administration may suspend a student for certain types of misbehavior. There are
two basic types of suspension: In-School Suspension (ISS) and Out-of-School Suspension (OSS). Either
may carry with it any number of days as deemed appropriate by the upper school administration. Generally,
ISS is for a day or two while OSS may be of any duration from one day to a full calendar year; of course,
permanent expulsion is also an option. ISS students shall be familiar with and adhere to the following ISS
guidelines:
 When 1 or 2 students are assigned on the same day, the administration or a designated teacher shall
generally supervise the day. When 3 or more students are assigned, a substitute will generally be hired
to monitor the group in a vacant classroom. The cost of a substitute may be passed along to the
students as an ISS fee.
 ISS is a day of isolation from other students to work on assignments. ISS students initiating contact
with other students or violating the isolation rule in any manner shall be assigned additional time in
detention or ISS. Students are under the supervision of the ISS monitor and in the ISS room at all times
unless given permission by the monitor to be elsewhere. Students shall not be in the hallways between
class periods, during activity period, or during lunch.
 Students shall attend chapel sitting in the rear of the auditorium apart from other students.
 During lunch, the monitor will generally escort the students to the cafeteria; upon procuring their lunch
items, all will return to the ISS room to eat. Trays and other items shall be returned by the students and
monitor at 12:35 p.m.
 Work details such as lunch clean-up and trash pickup shall be a regular part of ISS.
 Students are not to sleep, play games, read for fun, daydream, listen to music, talk with one another or
with other students, or engage in any other activities not considered to be part of ISS. There will be a
specially prepared packet of materials for completion. In addition to the ISS packet, teachers will be
asked to supply class work and homework for the students to complete during the day. Not
satisfactorily completing the assignments shall result in additional time being assigned in detention or
ISS.
 ISS generally lasts from 7:50 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. even for students with early release. Students shall
report on time with all books, Bible, paper, and writing implements.
 On any day of suspension, students are not eligible to represent the Academy by participating in any
games, performances, contests, practices, rehearsals, meetings, trips, etc.
 Students not showing up for ISS on the assigned day [only a doctor’s notice of illness or injury will be
excused] will be subject to an additional day of ISS [including the extra day’s fee].
OSS. Students are not allowed on campus or at any CA activities during the suspension except for
a student-parent-administrator conference. OSS will be accompanied with one calendar week's exclusion
from all extracurricular activities, to begin the day the suspension ends. Suspension may be a consequence
for unauthorized absence from school, fighting, destruction of school property, defiant and hostile attitude,
profanity, gambling, violation of the Honor Code, use or possession of tobacco products, etc. OSS may also
be accompanied by educational assignments regarding the consequences of the prohibited activity, to be
determined solely by CA’s upper school administration.
Expulsion. Expulsion from Columbia Academy is made by the principal, with the approval of the
president. A student may be expelled for the remainder of the semester, school year, or permanently
expelled. Offenses that may be grounds for expulsion from CA are as follows: sexual activity; immorality;
theft; involvement with alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs; persistent disregard for school rules and
policies; persistent attitude contrary to the nature of a Christian school; behavior or circumstances that
could cause undue disruption, hardship and/or inappropriate situations for the school and/or student;
possession of weapons or dangerous instruments; gang-related activities.

Due Process Procedure
Following notification of the suspension or expulsion of any student, parents may avail themselves
of the appropriate due process through the proper “chain of command” listed here:
1. A conference with teacher or staff member directly involved.
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2.
3.
4.

A conference with the athletic director [if sport-related]
A conference with the principal.
A conference with the president [While the president’s door is always open to parents,
conferences concerning disciplinary or academic action should always follow the above
procedures before bringing it to the president].

THE CA SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY
Rationale
Members of the Columbia Academy Board of Directors, administration, faculty, and staff are
concerned with substance abuse among CA students at all times (24 hours a day). This includes all school
activities, on or off campus, as well as occasions not related to the academy. Every effort will be made to
keep CA drug and alcohol free. Students involved in any manner with vaping, tobacco, alcohol, or drugs
are making a choice which has consequences while they are at Columbia Academy. The possession or use
in any manner of alcohol, drugs, tobacco, or vaping is a negative reflection on Columbia Academy and
disciplinary action shall be forthcoming. Purchase, possession, concealment, or use of these types of
substances or their paraphernalia is prohibited. In particular, involvement in any manner with vaping,
tobacco, alcohol or illegal drugs is governed by the above-mentioned 24-hour policy whenever it is deemed
in the judgment of the academy’s administration to be a reflection on the reputation of the school or its
students.

Prevention and Education
This Substance Abuse Policy has been established at Columbia Academy in an effort to energize
the CA community to the tasks of combating substance abuse in the geographic area around the Academy,
preventing use among students, and educating the entire school community as to the adverse effects and
consequences that accompany involvement in the use of these types of substances. School officials, assisted
by law enforcement agencies and other professional organizations, will plan, communicate, and implement
special events that educate CA students and prevent substance abuse on campus and at school activities.
This policy may include but not necessarily be limited to the following: participation in the DARE and Red
Ribbon Week programs, drug dog demonstrations, videos or films, live presentations about drug and
alcohol abuse, speakers with personal experience, field trips to hospitals or jails, etc.

Drug and Alcohol Screening
Given the times in which we live and the responsibility felt by the board, administration, faculty,
and staff to keep Columbia Academy a drug-free Christian environment, this drug and alcohol screening
policy is in effect for all current and future students. The CA administration reserves the right to require a
Chain of Custody Drug Screen and/or alcohol testing of a current or prospective student at any time under
the conditions listed herein. A Drug and Alcohol Screen form is part of this policy and may be used by the
administration to facilitate any of the listed screening procedures. No screenings will be required without
prior notification of the parent. The procedure for this testing will generally include the administration
using a school-authorized vehicle to transport the student to a clinic for a urine sample or other appropriate
method of testing. Under certain circumstances, the administration may also decide to have the parent
transport the student to the lab.
“Random” screenings may be conducted throughout the school year for students in grades 912. Parents and students sign a medical authorization form upon enrollment. Periodically, a random draw
will be conducted by the administration. When a student’s name is drawn, the parent will be notified by the
administration, and the student will be transported on the same day for testing. Notification of results will
be sent to the principal and to the parent.
"For Cause" screenings may be required of currently enrolled students in a confidential manner
and within an appointed time dictated by CA. “For Cause” simply indicates that “reasonable suspicion”
based on evidence or reliable testimony exists that the student may be involved in drug or alcohol use.
"History Of" screenings may be required of past students reapplying for admission, prospective
students attempting to enroll for the first time, or current students who, for any reason, are on behavior
probation. If evidence or testimony is ascertained as truthful and relevant within the “reasonable suspicion”
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scenario, the “History of” screening may be required under the same conditions and possible methods as
described above. A positive result may mean admission to CA is denied or a lengthy suspension or
expulsion is justified.
“Mandatory Group” screenings may be conducted. Columbia Academy reserves the right to test
all athletic teams and organizations as a condition of participation. When a “trouble-spot” of substance
abuse is suspected within a class, team, extracurricular organization, etc., it may be determined that
membership or participation in that activity or group will have a mandatory screening as a requirement.

Legal Involvement
The administration of the academy reserves the right to enlist the aid of law enforcement officials
(including drug dogs) to combat the possession or use of these substances on campus. Students in
possession of drugs at CA will have both the police and the parents contacted upon discovery. The school
reserves the right to search lockers, vehicles, book bags, pockets, purses, etc. at such time as reasonable
suspicion exists that students are in possession of any forbidden or prohibited items or substances.

Self-Reporting
Students involved in the use of these prohibited substances and who decide they need professional
help are encouraged to report this to a parent, minister, or CA staff member. Self-reporting will be
considered as a positive circumstance when determining the consequences for violation of this policy.
Students are expected not only to take responsibility for their own actions, but also to encourage others to
follow the rules and do what is right in God’s sight. Because of the CA Student Honor Code, students
should feel the responsibility to furnish the administration with accurate information and names of CA
students involved in substance abuse, if asked to do so.

Disciplinary Consequences
When substance abuse is detected among CA students, serious disciplinary consequences will
follow. The circumstances, attitudes, prior disciplinary records, etc. of students involved will be viewed
individually in order to decide what steps are appropriate and consistent for each occurrence. Discipline for
violation of this policy could range from suspension to expulsion as deemed appropriate by the
administration. An added consequence would be the loss of the privilege of participation in CA extracurricular activities. Students in violation of this policy will also be placed on Behavior Probation (BP) for
at least the remainder of the semester. Refusal to have a screening, tampering with the sample, attempting
to manipulate the process, or not following the procedures within the time frame established by the
administration may have the same results as testing positive.

UPPER SCHOOL DRESS CODE
COLUMBIA ACADEMY DRESS CODE
Jr. Kindergarten – 12th Grade
GENERAL GUIDELINES
Any time a student is on campus during the school day, compliance with the dress code is required
(including seniors on early dismissal who remain on campus). Parents and students should determine prior
to their departure for school whether or not student attire is appropriate and within school standards.
Students should also be taught to assume the responsibility for wearing proper attire on their own.
Dress code standards must be maintained on all school trips. Dress at CA events outside the school day
should be conservative in nature with emphasis on modesty. Shorts worn to CA events or on campus,
including after athletic practices, must have a minimum inseam of 8 inches.
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All items worn must be in good repair, fit properly and be modestly cut. Clothing cannot be form-fitting
(binds to the contour of the figure so undergarments are outlined). Clothing shall not be extreme in nature
or in color as to draw undue attention to oneself.
Students recovering from an accident or injury or suffering from a disability may have special dress
approved at the discretion of the principal.
The Columbia Academy faculty and administration shall determine whether a student’s attire is appropriate
or whether it violates the policies contained in this dress code and/or the spirit of these policies.
Parents and other visitors are expected to dress appropriately and modestly while on campus at Columbia
Academy.
TOPS
Permitted:
 Students may wear SOLID RED (not maroon or burgundy), NAVY, GRAY or WHITE
COLLARED short or long-sleeved shirts, which can include polo-style shirts, button-down shirts,
oxford shirts and blouses.
 Students may wear SOLID RED (not maroon or burgundy), NAVY, GRAY OR WHITE athletic,
fitted turtlenecks, such as Under Armor, under a dress code compliant collared shirt.
 RED (not maroon or burgundy) OR NAVY piping will be allowed on girls’ blouses worn with
plaid skirt and jumper options.
 Reasonably priced Columbia Academy small logo collared shirts (male & female cut) will be
made available through the Dawghouse and/or an online retailer, but will not be mandatory to
purchase.
Restrictions:
 Emblems, wording or logos on shirts CANNOT be larger than a credit card.
 Shirts must be appropriately sized and not too tight or revealing. “Appropriately sized” is defined
by no midriff showing (even with arms raised), and the shirt rests no lower than the bottom of the
hip.
 Boys in grades 7-12 will be required to tuck in shirts and wear a belt. Girls and Lower School
boys will not be required to tuck in appropriately sized shirts.
 No blouse or shirt can be unbuttoned lower than two buttons from the collar.
 Cowl neck sweaters are prohibited as well as any sweater without a collared shirt underneath.
 Clothing branded with other secondary schools’ logos or names is prohibited.
BOTTOMS
Permitted:
 All students can wear appropriately sized KHAKI, NAVY, or DENIM (BLUE only) pants or
slacks, including cargo pants.
 All students can wear KHAKI, or NAVY knee length shorts, including cargo shorts and excluding
denim.
 Girls may wear appropriately sized KHAKI, NAVY, or DENIM (BLUE only) knee length skirts,
knee length jumpers, capri pants or knee length skorts (see restrictions for Lower School).
 Girls may wear appropriately sized NAVY or RED (not maroon or burgundy) knee length polo
dresses (see restrictions for Lower School).
 Lower School girls may wear ruffles on dress code approved bottoms (pants, capris, skirts, skorts)
when the ruffles are the same color as the bottoms.
 Girls may wear approved PLAID skirts and jumpers to be sold exclusively through the
Dawghouse. Approved plaid skirts and jumpers must be knee length.
 ** Knee length, as used in this section, means reaching the kneecap.
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Restrictions:
 Bottoms cannot be any type of athletic material (for example, sweatpants, spandex, warm-up
pants, basketball shorts, etc.).
 Bottoms must be SOLID in color and have no emblems, logos or embellishments outside of those
contained to the front and/or back pocket areas.
 No cut-offs are allowed.
 Bottoms may not have holes or tears.
 “Appropriately sized” bottoms must not be inappropriately tight for girls or boys (as determined
by administration). No “jeggings” or leggings worn as pants are allowed. Leggings or “jeggings”
can only be worn under knee-length skirt, skort and jumper options.
 Girls’ pants/bottoms cannot sit lower than the hipbone, and boys’ pants/bottoms may not sag
between the legs.
 Due to recess periods, all Lower School girls must wear some form of modesty shorts beneath a
skirt or jumper (i.e. running shorts, soffe shorts, etc.).
OUTERWEAR
Indoor / Outdoor:
Vests (sweater or fleece), cardigans, sweaters, or jackets that are SOLID RED (not maroon or burgundy),
NAVY, GRAY, BLACK, WHITE, or a combination of these colors may be worn inside or outside over a
dress code compliant collared shirt.
Pullovers, sweatshirts and hoodies that are RED (not maroon or burgundy), NAVY, GRAY, BLACK,
WHITE, or a combination of these colors may be worn inside or outside and need not be worn over a dress
code compliant collared shirt.
Emblems, wording or logos on outerwear CANNOT be larger than a credit card WITH THE EXCEPTION
of Columbia Academy logos and graphics on hoodies and sweatshirts*.
Outdoor Only:
All coats that meet modesty and appropriate graphics guidelines (no profanity or inappropriate
emblems/logos) may be worn OUTSIDE only. Coats cannot be worn during class or activities inside the
building and will need to be stored in classrooms or lockers, or hung on the desk chair, once inside. For
needed additional warmth inside, students may wear approved outerwear for indoor/outdoor wear (see
policy above).
FRIDAY SPIRIT DAYS and OTHER EXCEPTIONS
Every Friday, and on other days to be announced by the administration, students may wear Columbia
Academy shirts (including T-shirts) or approved outerwear options in any color with dress code compliant
bottoms. This includes Columbia Academy athletic jerseys and/or Columbia Academy team shirts.
Administration may announce other days when exceptions to the dress code are made for certain grades or
the entire school, e.g., Dr. Seuss day, Homecoming week, etc.
SHOES
Boys must wear closed-toed shoes, which can include athletic shoes and boots (excluding waders and
rubber wading boots).
Girls can wear the same closed-toed shoe options available to boys. In addition, girls may wear open-toed
shoes.
All shoes must be kept in good repair and clean.
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No flip-flops or Crocs are allowed for any students.
P.E. teachers may require athletic shoes to be worn during P.E. classes.
SOCKS AND ACCESSORIES
Socks and accessories of any color may be worn, unless administration deems them to be extreme in color
or nature.
Hats/head coverings and sunglasses are not to be worn in the building by any student.
Students cannot wear excessive jewelry, as determined by the administration. Nose rings, visible body
piercings and visible tattoos (permanent or temporary) are prohibited. Spike jewelry (black with silver
points) or Gothic jewelry will not be allowed. Metal chains are not allowed for any purpose.
Boys are not allowed to wear earrings. Girls are limited to two earrings per ear.
HAIR
Every student’s hair is to be neat, well-groomed and appropriate in appearance. Style, length, or color
should not be extreme. Boys are not allowed to wear headbands or any hair accessory. Boys must be cleanshaven with neat sideburns that are not below the earlobes.
DRESS CODE FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS (UPPER SCHOOL ONLY)
The administration and faculty of Columbia Academy feel strongly that our male students can appear
handsomely dignified and our female students beautifully elegant while still being attired in a modest
manner as befit Christian young people. This would apply to homecoming court, athletic and academic
banquets, junior/senior banquet, commencement, as well as other special times when dress-up or special
attire is dictated by the nature of the event. Some occasions such as commencement may require more
specific guidelines for student attire. Students may be asked to adjust their attire or leave the activity if they
are not dressed within the guidelines below.
Girls
Dresses should be chosen with modesty and elegance as the primary focus. With this in mind, the following
guidelines must be followed:










Boys


No plunging necklines. Necklines may not be lower than the top of the breast.
No part of the breast may be exposed. Care should be exercised so that no cleavage is visible, and
the dress should be high enough under the arm that the sides of the breasts are also covered.
(Halter-style dresses must be cut high under the arms.)
No cut-outs or see-through fabric in the body of the dress.
Slits can be no higher than two inches above the knee.
A bra should be worn or sewn into the dress.
If wearing a dress, it may be no shorter than two inches above the kneecap.
Formal dresses should be no lower in the back than two inches above the natural waistline. Semiformal dresses may be no lower in the back than the normal bra line.
Dress shoes or sandals are required.
Only ear piercings are allowed.
Junior/Senior Banquet dresses must be pre-approved for all young ladies attending. Pictures must
be taken of the young lady in the dress and submitted to the banquet committee for approval.
For formal occasions, boys should wear a standard suit or tuxedo with tie, bolo or ascot.
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For semi-formal occasions, boys should wear dress pants or nice khakis, shirt and tie. Suit coat is
not required unless specifically mentioned.
Socks and dress shoes are required.
No visible piercings are allowed.
No abnormal, attention-seeking attire which would not fit in with the appropriateness of the
occasion is allowed.
If a hat is worn with the attire, it may not be worn inside the buildings.

ATTENDANCE


















Students are required to attend school. Absences should be at a minimum. Parents are encouraged
to plan doctor visits after school hours when possible and should plan vacations for the school
breaks.
Students should be in class no later than 7:50 and stay at school until 3:00. Once arriving at
school, they may not leave the school grounds without permission. Seniors with early release, and
students who dual-enroll must have a note on file with the office giving them parental permission
for those situations. If the school day is adjusted due to pep rallies, achievement testing or special
events, students with early release must plan to stay for the adjusted day. Students may request a
note from the school to give to an employer if needed on those days. Students may not leave
campus, even during study hall, for personal errands.
Students who must leave during the school day must have parental permission and sign out in the
office. Students who know in advance that they are leaving must check with teachers to turn in
work due and to get assignments. Students are not allowed to leave campus for lunch except with
special permission from the upper school administration. If they are returning during the school
day, they must sign in at the office, too.
Students who arrive after 7:50 must sign in at the office.
Students missing 20 minutes or more of a class will be considered absent from class. [ten minutes
on half-days]
A student missing eight classes in one semester will be assigned time-for-time.
If a student misses class ten times in one semester, credit will be denied for the course until timefor-time has been served and all make up work has been completed. In the case of an extended
illness, time-for-time may be waived at the discretion of the administration if all make up work is
complete.
It is the responsibility of parents and students to check RenWeb for attendance to make sure the
limits are not exceeded.
After the third tardy to school in one quarter, a detention will be issued for each additional tardy
up to 7 tardies. Beginning on the 8th tardy, Saturday school will be assigned. Continual tardiness
will require additional consequences.
Teachers will check attendance each period. Students who are more than 3 minutes late to a class
without good reason will be reported to the office.
School field trips, school business, and school activities are not considered absences. Students are
still responsible for all work that is missed due to the absence, and they can and should opt not to
participate in these activities if make up work presents a difficulty for them.
Students who leave school before 11:30 or arrive after 11:30 will not be allowed to participate that
day in any extracurricular activity unless special circumstances [such as a funeral] are approved by
the principal.
When inclement weather or other emergencies cause the cancellation of classes, students shall
expect tests or work already assigned to be due on the first day back.
During unplanned extended school closures (such as due to weather), students should check their
school email accounts as teachers may assign new work so that learning can continue during a
closure.
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What must I do if I am absent?
 A parent must confirm that they know you are absent from school. If you have seen a doctor, bring
a doctor’s note which indicates when you can return to school. These notes are kept on file and
used if the administration needs to verify extenuating circumstances. If the absence has not been
confirmed within three days, the student will receive a detention.
 Check RenWeb for assignments. Also, call a classmate to arrange to get copies of notes and
updated information about what was missed in class.
 Students have one day to make up work for each day missed. Students should plan to come in
early or stay after school if the teacher requires it for the make up work. If the only day missed
was the day of a test, students should be prepared to take the test on the next day back. If there are
extenuating circumstances, a parent may write a letter requesting additional time for make up
work. The teacher will make the decision regarding allowing extra time.
 Late tests, beyond the make up days allowed, may carry a penalty of up to 10% per day decrease
in grade. After five days beyond the allowed make up days, the test may be assigned a grade of
“zero.” It is then left to the teacher’s volition whether or not to allow make up work for that grade.
Teachers are always allowed to substitute a writing assignment or alternate test for make up work.
Time-for-time
 Eight or more absences per semester in one or two classes will be assigned after school time-fortime.
 Eight or more absences per semester in three or more classes will be assigned to Saturday School
time-for-time
 Time-for-time may also be assigned during fall or spring break.
 Time-for-time rules are the same as a detention. A student assigned to after school time on a
specific day cannot participate in extracurricular activities on that day until after the time-for-time
is served. If time-for-time is missed, the student cannot participate in extracurricular activities
until the time is served.
 Snow Day Procedure. Decisions on school closing due to inclement weather will be made on a dayto-day basis. Please tune to local radio stations WKRM or WMCP or watch any of the major Nashville
television stations. School will be open unless otherwise announced. When it is necessary to dismiss
school early because of hazardous driving conditions or other emergencies that may arise, the local
radio stations will be notified, and a phone messaging system and email notification will also be used
to immediately inform parents.

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
Junior High
Each Bible teacher will plan at least one graded project a quarter that will call for service to others
and a written reflection on that activity. This will allow the junior high students to become acclimated to
the idea of service.

High School Requirements
4 hours per quarter (16 per calendar school year). Those who plan to apply for National Honor
Society should earn 23.
64 hours of community service are required to participate in the graduation ceremony for those
who attend all 4 years of high school.
90 hours of community service are required to graduate with honors (National Honor Society).
Special recognition will be given to students who exceed 150, 250, 350 hours of service during
their four years of high school.
Each quarter service hours will be required as part of the Bible curriculum and these projects will
be counted as approximately 10% of the grade. Service hours will not be carried over from one quarter to
the next to meet the Bible requirements. All hours completed during a break will be credited to the quarter
ongoing after that break.
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Students must be current on their service hours at the beginning of each school year or they will be
placed on probation. Also, failure to complete the required hours of service by the end of the third quarter
will result in the student being placed on probation until they have completed the required amount of hours.
Probation can affect participation in extra-curricular activities.

Accounting Procedures
In order to receive credit each student must complete an approved activity with proper
supervision and complete the proper documentation of the project. Opportunities for service will be
listed and distributed by the Campus Ministry Team. Additional service activities must be submitted to the
Campus Ministry Team and approved before they will be accepted.
All documentation will be collected by the Bible teachers at the end of each quarter. All hours
served and properly documented will be added to the total number of service hours for the student. The
service hour sheets will be turned in to the office and will be filed on RenWeb. This will allow reports on
service hours to be available during college applications.
Any student who transfers into Columbia Academy will only be required to document the required
number of hours for the years they are a student at Columbia Academy.

Guidelines for the Service Activities
Students will fill out the proper service forms and reflect on the lessons learned during service.
Hours must be done at non-profit organizations (exceptions: hospitals, nursing homes and retirement
homes) or for non-family members.
No payments may be accepted for the work.
A parent or immediate family member cannot be the supervisor.
A maximum of 6 hours can be credited per 24 hour period.
Mission trips will be credited up to 5 hours a day for the days spent working.

ATHLETICS
Introduction
Columbia Academy is a member of the Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association
Division II (TSSAA) and is subject to its regulations. Participation and enjoyment in sports are emphasized
by the Academy as it provides for a well-rounded educational program. Interscholastic sports include
football, basketball, baseball, tennis, volleyball, bowling, soccer, golf, softball, track, and cross country.
Other sports may be added as interest dictates. While the principal has overall responsibility for athletics as
well as all other upper school programs, the athletic director is the coordinator of the athletic program. All
inquiries regarding CA athletics should be made initially to the specific coach, then the athletic director,
and then to the president.

Philosophy & Goals
In its highest sense, the athletic department of Columbia Academy strives to prepare students to
meet the challenges and responsibilities of life through the development of character, mind, and body. The
CA athletic staff believes that its student athletes and athletic teams shall strive to reach and maintain the
following goals:
 a desire to excel while learning from mistakes
 improved physical fitness and mental toughness
 a sense of cooperation, getting along with others, self-discipline, and respect for authority
 a willingness to make personal sacrifices
 a sense of ethical conduct, fair play, and sportsmanship

Eligibility
All students enrolled at CA in grades 7-12 may choose to participate in the athletic program within
the rules, regulations, and procedures set forth in this handbook and under the additional guidelines of the
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coaches of each particular sport. The following academic, attendance, behavior, and financial requirements
must be met for a student to become eligible or to continue eligibility:
 TSSAA policies state that all student athletes shall pass six full credit subjects during the previous year
(including summer school) in order to be eligible to participate in an interscholastic sport at the varsity
level. Ineligible students who pass the required number of courses during the fall semester shall be
eligible for participation during the spring semester. Academic eligibility will be declared the first day
of the new semester, with all incomplete grades counting as failures.
 Student athletes who earn academic probation (AP) status are ineligible to participate in all contests
and are subject to the other guidelines for participation set forth under that heading elsewhere in this
handbook.
 Student athletes who choose to behave in such a manner as to earn behavior probation (BP) status may
become ineligible to participate in the athletic program in any manner upon recommendation of the
teacher, coach, and/or athletic director with the approval of the principal [see conditions under that
heading elsewhere in this handbook].
 Student athletes who earn a suspension (in-school or out) shall be ineligible to participate in the
athletic program in any manner on any day that they are suspended. Out of school suspension carries
with it a one week suspension from all extra-curricular activities beginning with the day after the
suspension ends. A student suspended on a Friday shall be ineligible until Monday morning.
 Detentions or other disciplinary consequences for inappropriate behavior placed on student athletes by
the administration or faculty shall take precedence over any participation in the athletic program.
 Student athletes shall be in attendance for a minimum of ½ day (at least 3 hours, checking in no later
than 11:30 a.m.) in order for the student to be eligible for participation in the athletic program in any
manner that afternoon or evening. Student athletes checking out after 11:30 a.m. will not be eligible to
practice or play that afternoon or evening without prior approval from the principal. Certain
circumstances (such as a funeral) may be considered by the principal as special circumstances for
departing from this policy.
 Student athletes at Columbia Academy will generally not be permitted to participate in two sports
during simultaneous athletic seasons. Due to the time demands placed on student athletes, it is not in
the best interest of the athletic program for student athletes to split time between separate teams during
the same athletic season. This policy takes into consideration the obligation of the coach, commitment
of the players, and support of the parents. The administration has the right to make exceptions to this
rule when there is no conflict of interest between teams and athletes.
 In accordance with TSSAA standards, students whose financial obligations to CA are sixty (60) days
or more past due are athletically ineligible. Satisfactory financial arrangements must be approved by
the vice-president for business affairs by noon of the last school day prior to an event in order for
eligibility to be restored. The tuition of high school student athletes must be paid by a parent or
guardian.

Cessation of Participation
Student athletes who are dismissed from or quit one sport shall not be allowed to participate in
another sport in any manner until the season is over for the sport they quit. When it becomes necessary to
dismiss a student athlete from a squad, the coach shall notify the athletic director [who will notify the
principal] of the situation and reasons for the action. No student who quits or is dismissed from
participation in a sport before the season is completed shall be entitled to any award, or recognition in that
sport. Students with a special case may bring the circumstances to the attention of the athletic director and
principal. Coaches, with the athletic director and principal’s approval, have the right to release a player
from the team for extenuating circumstances. The player will be eligible for the next sport when it begins
under this circumstance.

Dress and Grooming
The CA dress code is in force for all aspects of the athletic program; students shall be in modest
attire to travel, compete, condition, and practice within the CA athletic program. Additionally, the
following items are emphasized:
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Appropriate clothing that conceals undergarments shall be worn by all student athletes before, during,
and after all athletic participation [including practices, conditioning, weight training, etc.] on and off
the CA campus, including the summer.
Practice apparel must be free of inappropriate or suggestive slogans and pictures.
All student athletes shall meet the requirements for practice and travel attire set by each coach in the
individual sports. Travel attire will normally be set at a high standard. Boys shall be clean-shaven with
no piercings. Coaches shall require all athletes to wear practice attire in school colors (red, white, navy,
and gray). Coaches should submit a plan for practice attire to the athletic director for approval.
For Fridays or Spirit Days, coaches may designate a team shirt or jersey to be worn to school. Mesh,
low cut, or sleeveless tops shall be worn only with an appropriate t-shirt or jersey-type shirt
underneath. All such attire should be approved by the principal.

Transportation
It is the expectation of Columbia Academy that whenever reasonably possible, all students
participating in a school-sanctioned sport or other school-sanctioned extracurricular activity while
representing the school shall travel to off-campus venues as a team or group in Columbia Academy
vehicles or vehicles contracted with Columbia Academy for such transportation. The Columbia Academy
administration shall develop procedures for approval of such trips and coordination of available
transportation to maximize the availability of such transportation.

Procedures for Athletic Trips:






If any student is riding home from the event with their parents/guardian, the parent must check out
with the coach/teacher in charge of the trip.
If a student is riding home with another adult other than the parent/guardian, the parent/guardian
must inform the athletic director prior to the trip. The parent/guardian can email or provide the
athletic director with a written note during school hours the day before the trip. The athletic
director will then inform the coach. The adult whom the student is riding with must sign out the
student with the coach in charge of the trip.
If a student lives near the place of the event, the parent/guardian may request the student ride with
them or drive. The parent/guardian must inform the athletic director prior to the event. The
parent/guardian can email or provide the athletic director with a written note of the request. The
athletic director will inform the coach. The coach will make the final decision and may require all
athletes ride together to and from the event.

Physical Exams
All student athletes are required to have a physical exam prior to participation in a sport; one
physical per school year is sufficient for all sports. Forms must be turned in to the athletic director's office.
Coaches will view copies of the forms for each athlete on their squad. Whenever possible, the athletic
department will schedule physical exam opportunities for the student athletes as a group. Those unable to
attend these exam sessions will be responsible for obtaining the proper exam from a medical doctor or other
source at the student athlete’s expense. Student athletes shall return the properly completed TSSAA
physical exam form each year before any athletic participation will be permitted.

Insurance
The CA athletic department has excellent insurance coverage for the student athletes. This is
supplemental insurance with the family insurance applied first; the school’s insurance will then pick up the
balance and the deductible for all covered, verifiable, properly documented injuries not covered under the
student athlete’s family policy. The procedure is as follows:
1. Inform the coach of any injury or medical attention needed.
2. The coach documents the injury and files a report of the incident with the athletic director within
22 hours.
3. Get the medical treatment and apply the family insurance.
4. After the family insurance has responded, secure the insurance claim form from the CA
business office.
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5.
6.
7.

Parents and doctor fill out the needed information on the claim form.
Return the claim form with an itemized statement of the amount the family insurance paid and
balance due.
The school insurance will then be applied to the balance of the bill.

Drug, Alcohol, Tobacco, and E-Cigarette Policy
The possession and abuse of drugs, alcohol, tobacco (any form), and e-cigarettes (or any vaping
paraphernalia) on or off campus is prohibited and will not be tolerated within the athletic program at
Columbia Academy. When it becomes known that a student athlete has violated this policy, serious
disciplinary consequences will be imposed by the administration in a manner consistent with the same
circumstances of a student non-athlete as stated elsewhere in this handbook. Student athletes who are
involved in illicit drug use and/or drug abuse during their athletic season will be dismissed from that
athletic squad for the remainder of the season.

Sportsmanlike Conduct
Biblical guidelines of Christian conduct, Columbia Academy standards, and TSSAA regulations
make “Just Do What’s Right” the policy for sportsmanship at CA. The TSSAA and its member schools
believe strongly that the major purpose of athletics at the secondary level is to be part of the total
educational program. A major part of this purpose is to stress to coaches, players, officials, and fans the
vital importance of sportsmanship. It is critical that all people in each of these categories understand the
major role that they play, and the role model that they can be for others.
The following is expected of team members as well as fans:
 Remarks, yells, and cheers shall be positive in nature. We will cheer for our team and teammates
and respect the abilities of the opposing team.
 Profanity as well as crude or obscene jokes, comments, and gestures shall not be a part of the
athletic program. Belittling, cutting, and mocking remarks shall not be directed at either friend or
foe.
 Any student or adult ejected for coming onto the playing area from the sidelines or stands will
incur a minimum fine of $250 from the TSSAA. Payment, along with a meeting with the principal
and athletic director, in a timely manner shall be the responsibility of the person ejected before
further inclusion as a player or fan will be permitted.
 Treat others in the athletic program as you would want to be treated.

Athletic Facilities Rules
The following regulations govern scheduling and use of athletic facilities on the CA campus:
1. All persons desiring to use an athletic facility generally must reserve it one week in advance.
The reservation is made by completing a Request for Use of Facilities form available in the
administration office.
2. Care of the facility is the responsibility of the group or individuals using it. The primary
responsibility is that of the person making the request. Should Academy personnel be needed
to clean-up, a $150.00 fee will be charged. The gym floor shall be swept or dust-mopped after
each use; areas around home plate and all other bases on the baseball and softball fields shall
be raked after each day’s use.
3. No athletic equipment will be issued by Columbia Academy.
4. All persons shall wear appropriate shoes with non-marking soles while on the gym floor.
Shirts shall be worn at all times. Shorts that are worn shall be modest.
5. Unauthorized vehicles, bicycles, roller blades, skateboards, scooters, etc. are never to be in or
on any athletic facility.
6. Substances: Use of tobacco in any form is prohibited. There are to be no alcoholic beverages
on campus.
7. No drinks of any kind are allowed on the gym floor area.
8. If lights will be utilized, a facility rental fee of $15.00 per hour (minimum of $30.00 per use)
is due prior to use.
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9.

School functions and use by authorized school personnel shall take precedent over a
reservation by non-staff individuals or groups. No athletic facilities shall be rented out on
Wednesdays after 6:00 p.m. or on Sundays from 8:00 a.m. to 12 noon or 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
10. Any damage to the facility is the responsibility of the party using that facility. Report all
damage ASAP.
11. No organized activities shall take place on or in any athletic facility without supervision
approved by the Academy.
12. No regular season games will be scheduled on Wednesdays. Make up games may be rescheduled for a Wednesday if the game can be over in time for church attendance. This should
be done on an emergency basis only.
13. If a tournament game is scheduled on a Wednesday, a devotional period will be offered by the
school for those who will be participating in that game.
14. No activities shall be planned on the CA campus during church hours on Sundays or
Wednesdays. All practices should be over in sufficient time to allow for church attendance.
Note: Rental fees do not apply to the track and tennis courts. Priority is given to CA teams and events when
using these areas.

Coaches
A coach is defined as anyone who has instructional contact with student athletes during practices
and/or competition. They are generally the only adults allowed on the field or court during practice and/or
competition. In accordance with the standards established or approved by TSSAA and the Board of
Directors of the Academy, coaches used by Columbia Academy in its athletic program shall either be a
full-time employee of the Academy or a non-faculty coach [anyone recommended by the head coach and
principal and approved by the president according to established procedures; non-faculty coaches shall take
the TSSAA-approved coaches education course during the first calendar year or they will not be eligible
the next year]. No person shall be allowed to coach a CA team who does not meet the above criteria.

Due Process
This Athletics section contains much information; however, it is not all inclusive. Any situation
not covered by the letter or spirit of the policies and procedures presented herein shall be decided upon by
the athletic director with a right of appeal as outlined elsewhere in this handbook. The “chain of command”
must be followed for any appeal to be considered valid.

Sixth Grade Participation
Sixth graders may participate in middle school sports, with the exception for sports where CA
offers an elementary league that competes against other schools (ex: football).

Independent Teams
From time to time, parents choose to form independent teams. These teams are not controlled by
the school and may not use Columbia Academy in their name. Independent teams may practice and play on
our facilities if they have filled out the proper “Use of Facilities” form and have gained the appropriate
approval.

MISCELLANEOUS
The following information is listed in an attempt to communicate clearly to avoid
misunderstandings:
Supplies. Students may purchase school supplies in the office when available on a cash basis.
Optional Costs. Student pictures and special field trips will be available on an optional basis. The
8th grade’s annual trip to Washington, D. C. is both enjoyable and educational. Students are responsible for
the cost of the trip. It shall be adequately chaperoned by staff and parents.
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Phone. Use of the office phone will be limited to one minute, and be allowed only between class
periods, except in an emergency. The office phone shall not be used to ask parents to give permission to
leave school for non-emergencies.
Medicines. Over-the-counter medications (such as Tylenol, Pepto Bismol, cough drops, etc.) will
only be dispensed when written authorization from the parent or guardian is on file
[Emergency/Registration Form kept in the office; when available, these will cost a nominal fee.] All
prescription and other medications sent from home shall be checked into and dispensed from the office. A
record will be kept in the office of all medications, prescription and over-the-counter, dispensed or
provided to students.
Past due accounts. Students with any past due accounts (greater than 60 days) will not be eligible
for over-night school trips.
Grade release. The withdrawal form shall be completed, all tuition and fees paid in full, and all
textbooks, uniforms, and other CA items returned or paid for before a student’s grades or diploma will be
released.

Field Trips
Field trips are arranged periodically as they relate to classroom instruction or for special events.
Parents/Guardians will receive email notification for any off-campus field trip by, at the latest, 3:00 p.m. on
the day prior to the field trip. Students will be assessed a fee to defray the transportation costs for any outof-state field trip or any in-state field trip of considerable distance. Most trips are taken in school-owned
vehicles. Since all field trips [including senior lunch] are a privilege, students with any day of suspension
[in-school or out-of-school] during that quarter, any student on academic probation or the first 9-weeks of
behavior probation as well as any student with an academic grade of “F” or a “4” in conduct on the
previous report card in a class to be missed while on the trip is generally not permitted to participate.
However, the principal may choose to allow such students to attend a field trip whose primary purpose is
educational in nature. The status of these students will be evaluated each grading period to determine
participation in any “during class trips” for that quarter and a list of those not eligible to participate will be
kept by the principal and shared with the teachers periodically. Students not attending a field trip for any
reason will attend their regular classes. When that class is the one predominantly on the field trip, the nonparticipating student will be placed in a supervised study hall during that period. Misconduct on any trip
shall be grounds for the student’s being banned from future trips. Some trips, such as senior lunch, are a
special privilege; misconduct may cause the cancellation of the privilege for the entire group with other
consequences for those misbehaving.

Procedures for Field Trips:



If any student is riding home from the trip with their parents/guardian, they must sign out with the
class sponsor/teacher in charge of the trip.
If a student is riding home with another adult other than the parent/guardian, the parent/guardian
must inform the principal prior to the trip. The parent/guardian can email or provide the principal
with a written note during school hours the day before the trip. The principal will then inform the
sponsor/teacher. The adult with whom the student is riding must sign out the student with the
sponsor/teacher in charge of the trip.

Care of Textbooks
Textbooks are loaned to the students. Damage, abnormal wear and tear, as well as lost books shall
be paid for by the parent or guardian of the student or the student to whom the book was issued. No student
may have withdrawal grades for transfer to another school, end-of-year grades, transcripts, etc. [nor may a
senior participate in graduation] until all textbooks, library items, and other reusable materials belonging to
the school are returned or paid for.

Lunch
Students may bring their lunches, buy in the cafeteria, or combine these. Students shall generally
not be allowed to check out during the lunch period. Phone calls to or from parents for this purpose will
normally not be accepted except in cases of legitimate emergency. Students are not permitted to order nor
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have lunch delivered to them on campus except by special permission of the principal. Parents may bring
lunch to their children.
Except for a special authorized class outing, students shall eat lunch in the cafeteria. No glasses,
trays, coke cans, lunch sacks, etc. shall be taken into the halls or classrooms without permission of the
upper school administration. While at lunch, students are not allowed in the 3rd floor bathrooms. Students
shall clean up after themselves.

Parent Organizations [available for membership and participation of parents and friends]
Athletic Booster Clubs. These are organizations consisting of parents and others interested in
supporting the Columbia Academy sports programs. In addition to financial support for athletics, the
Boosters are dedicated to supporting each team with their presence at the various games and matches.
Academic Booster Club. The Academic Booster Club is a parent-volunteer organization whose
purpose is to promote and support the academic achievement of all Columbia Academy students. The goals
of the Academic Booster Club are: to recognize students for academic achievement and academic growth;
to encourage academic excellence and academic progress; to recognize and reward highly effective
teachers; and to provide additional programs and information to further assist students as they prepare for
college, post-high school programs, and careers.
Volunteers. Volunteer organizations and groups are needed and welcome at CA. It is not
necessary to be a parent or relative of a Columbia Academy student. Anyone wanting information may call
the administrative office (388-5363).
Columbia Academy Reaching Everyone (CARE). The purpose of the CARE is to promote
excellence in academics at Columbia Academy by assisting with teachers’ and students’ needs that are not
budgeted by the school. The PTO sponsors events such as DawgFest, Teacher Appreciation Week, and the
Imagine This creative writing contest.
Band Boosters. This organization exists to promote and encourage the growth of the band
program at CA. All are welcome to join this organization to assist our children in developing their musical
abilities.

Student Organizations
The following upper school organizations are available for membership and participation of CA
students:
National Honor Society. The purpose of the National Honor Society at Columbia Academy shall
be to create enthusiasm for scholarship, to stimulate a desire to render service, to promote leadership, and
to develop character in the students. Membership is open to qualified juniors and seniors who are selected
by the faculty council. To be considered for membership the following criteria must be met:
 The student must have a cumulative scholastic average of 93.0 (without rounding).
 The student must have been a student at Columbia Academy for at least one semester and be a
junior or senior.
 The student must be enrolled or have completed a minimum of six (6) weighted courses by
his/her junior year or ten (10) weighted courses by his/her senior year. Transfer students
will be evaluated on an individual basis.
 The student must have completed or be presently enrolled in two years of a foreign
language.
 The student must display leadership characteristics in church, school, and community
organizations.
 The student must be an active participant in at least three service projects. These projects
must exclude activities affiliated with the school.
 Members of the NHS are required to accumulate more service hours than other students. The
normal requirement is 4 hours per quarter. The NHS members must do this and add 7 more
each year. They must have at least 70 hours of service to apply as a junior or at least 80
hours to apply as a senior and at least 90 hours to graduate in the NHS.
 The student must display the attributes of good character. This includes, but is not limited to,
not having any suspensions on record for the current school year, not having an excessive
number of detentions, and not being on behavior probation.
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The selection process begins with the survey of academic records to determine qualified scholastic
candidates. Students who meet the academic requirements are notified and told that for further
consideration for selection to the chapter they must complete the Student Activity Information Form. This
Activity Form, along with any other verifiable information about each candidate, is then reviewed by the
faculty council. Candidates receiving a majority vote of the faculty council will be inducted into the
chapter.
Students selected for membership are expected to continue to demonstrate the qualities of
scholarship, service, leadership, and character. Retention of membership also requires that each
member add two weighted courses his or her senior year. Any member who falls below the standards
which were the basis for his inclusion shall be promptly warned in writing by the chapter advisor and
encouraged to correct the deficiency within a reasonable period of time. Those guilty of flagrant violations
of school rules and civic laws do not have to be warned. The faculty council shall determine when a student
has exceeded a reasonable number of warnings. Furthermore, a student who is dismissed or who resigns
may never again become an Honor Society member and shall be required to return the emblem (pin) to the
chapter advisor.
Student Council. The Student Council is composed of elected students who serve as a link
between students and administration. A faculty sponsor coordinates the election and activities of the
Student Council. Student body elections are held each spring, with petitions and certain eligibility
requirements necessary for a candidate to run for office. Each class in Grades 8-12 elects class
representatives to the Council following the Student Body Election. Students interested in running for
office must meet with faculty sponsor to qualify, secure necessary signatures on petition, and follow
established election guidelines available in the constitution [copies located in the library]. In addition to
making proposals to the administration that improve student life at CA, major responsibilities of the
Council include fall homecoming week and the spring field day.
Student Clubs. Academic clubs (science, math, language, drama, mock trial, yearbook, art, etc.)
and service clubs [Jr. Civitan] are available. It is possible for a student to be active in two clubs since clubs
meet at various times.
All organizations, clubs, and teams meet at various designated, pre-arranged, and announced times under
the oversight of faculty sponsors; such meetings may be held before or after school or after chapel
[minimized so as not to infringe upon students and teachers being in 3rd period classes on time].
Band and Athletics. All members of athletic teams are expected to volunteer to help with athletic
booster activities. Members of band are expected to volunteer to help with band booster activities.

Senior Responsibilities
Senior Pictures. Seniors shall have pictures made for the yearbook and wall composite that meet
both the needs and specifications of the yearbook sponsor and CA administration. Failure to do so in a
timely manner may preclude participation in senior activities such as senior lunch, junior/senior banquet,
commencement, etc. All pictures chosen by seniors or the yearbook staff for inclusion in the yearbook shall
conform to the CA dress code especially in the area of modesty.
Senior Lunch. Once each quarter, the senior class officers, upon consultation with the other class
members, shall propose to the principal a special, off-campus, senior lunch day. A qualified bus driver and
at least one class sponsor or other approved faculty member shall accompany the class as approved by the
principal. During the spring semester, the class may opt to have one lunch in the Cool Springs area rather
than two lunches locally. All local lunches shall take place during the time allotted for 4th period class and
lunch. Students not returning to 5th period class on time may be prohibited from participating in the next
senior lunch. There will be disciplinary consequences for misconduct.
Senior Graduation Checklist. All seniors shall complete the graduation checklist in May in
order to receive a diploma at graduation. This checklist contains items such as textbook and uniform return,
library cleared, locker cleaned, account paid, service hours, etc. to be signed by various CA employees.

Chapel
Upper school chapel assemblies will generally be on a daily basis. Student attendance is
mandatory. Chapel programs include a period of devotion to God in song, Bible reading and prayer, as well
as the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. Male members of the faculty, community, and student body deliver
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chapel talks. Occasionally, speakers bring special-interest programs to the assembly. Students are expected
to be attentive and respectful as is appropriate for a worship setting.

Arriving and Leaving the Campus
Students shall generally not arrive on campus before 7:00 a.m. Students arriving between 7:00 and
7:40 shall report to the early morning study hall in the cafeteria. Parents are asked to note this and make
arrangements for their child to be dropped off at school between 15 – 30 minutes prior to their student’s
first class. Likewise, students should be picked up by 3:15 in the afternoons, unless they are under the
direct supervision of a coach or teacher. The upper school assumes no responsibility and supplies no
supervision after dismissal each day except for organized school activities. Students intentionally missing
class, being in an unauthorized place on campus, or leaving school without just cause and proper
authorization will be subject to disciplinary action. Under no circumstances should a student leave the
campus after arrival or during the school day without prior notification to the office from a parent. All
students shall sign out in the office when leaving campus during their regularly scheduled school day.

Parking and Traffic
Student safety is a top priority at all times. All staff, students, parents, and other visitors to the
campus are urged to abide by these regulations whether someone appears to be watching or not.
Driving. The campus speed limit is 15 MPH. Students who speed or drive recklessly will have
their driving privileges on campus revoked for a time span designated by the principal. Moving violations
such as speeding; spinning tires; reckless driving; fast stops or starts; weaving; driving over medians,
grassy areas, sidewalks, curbs, or steps; driving intentionally in the bricked gutters that line many of the
campus roads; allowing anyone to ride in the back of a pickup as well as hanging, sitting, or standing on
running boards, hoods, or trunks of any moving vehicle; etc. shall have as a first offense consequence a
detention, and possibly loss of driving/parking privileges on campus for one [1] week. Students are not
allowed to drive to the gym for pep rallies, etc. No student is to ride in the back of a pickup at any time on
campus except as part of a slow-moving football caravan on home game nights under the direction of the
student council. During the football caravan as well as at any school activity, the only flags considered to
be appropriate for display are those of CA, the State of Tennessee, or the United States of America.
Parking. Visitors to the upper school and administration office may park in designated spaces
directly available in the area in front of “Old Main.” All visitors should report immediately to the office.
Once students have parked, they are not to return to the parking area without permission. Parking on grass
or dirt areas is prohibited. Student parking around Old Main and the administration building is prohibited
during the school day. Parking violations will be dealt with by fines, restrictions, and other more serious
consequences. Vehicles parked across more than one space as well as those parked on non-paved areas
around the gym or other athletic venues that are marked with cones or otherwise designated as no parking
areas may be fined and towed without further warning.
Traffic flow. The road from the Trotwood Avenue - Academy Lane corner is one-way from the
gate to Science Hall from 7:30-8:15 a.m. and 2:45-3:15 p.m. each school day. Parents may deliver students
to the Science Hall by coming from West 7th to the Middle School and back out the West 7th Street gate or
by the gym.

Visitors
Adults are encouraged to visit the school and are warmly welcomed. Classroom visits should be
by appointment only. Visitors should go by the upper school office to have their visit authorized [generally
by the principal] and to receive a nametag if they are entering the classroom areas. Students are not
allowed to have drop-in visitors (other than family members) during the school day even for lunch.
Advance permission by the principal and a properly completed visitor’s form is required for a CA student
to have a friend who is contemplating enrolling at CA or relative visit the classroom.

Upper School Hours
Teachers are generally on campus from 7:30 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. After dismissal each day, CA will
only accept responsibility for the supervision of students in an organized school activity. All 7th-12th
students who are not picked up by 3:30 each day must report to the supervised after school program. The
only exception is students who are participating in a school-related function supervised by a sponsor or
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coach. The full-day schedule is given here. Half-days and exam days will generally follow a different
schedule of classes.
7:00 a.m. Adult on duty in cafeteria for early morning study hall
7:40 a.m. Bell ending early morning study hall
7:48 a.m. Two-minute warning bell
7:50 a.m. Classes begin—tardy students report to the office
3:00 p.m. School is dismissed

Emergency Evacuation Procedures
In the event that students must be evacuated from classrooms or buildings during an emergency,
the following procedures are in effect (a drill would generally follow similar procedures): Faculty and staff
shall put on the crisis management vest; instruct students to move in a quiet, orderly fashion proceeding to
the designated stairs, hall, room, or outside area; leave room with lights off and the door closed but
unlocked. Once at the designated area, check roll if possible. When the emergency or drill necessitates
evacuation from the building, proceed in a quiet, orderly fashion via the designated route to an area at least
100 feet from the building. In case of rain, students may be taken to a building that is not part of the
emergency. Drill and practice will not be scheduled in bad weather. In a tornado warning, use common
sense. If for any reason there is not time to move to the designated area, students shall get as far to the
interior walls and away from windows of the building as possible, and sit on the floor facing a wall with
hands behind head and head tucked to knees. Stay quietly in that position until the all clear is given.

Fund Raising
By policy of the Board of Directors of Columbia Academy, all requests for fund raising activities
must be approved by the vice president of development. With the approval of the vice president of
development, special event t-shirts may be printed and sold by student organizations.

Parental Conduct Policy
Columbia Academy strives to partner with parents in accomplishing our mission of preparing
students for their future. We believe children achieve more when there is a good relationship between the
school and the family.
As such, Columbia Academy parents are expected to:










Be involved in the education of their child, partnering with the school and their teachers to help
their child receive the best Christian education possible
Treat others with respect and as they would like to be treated (Matthew 7:12)
Drive carefully while on campus
Display good sportsmanship when attending CA athletic events
Share concerns with the proper parties (Generally using the principle of Matthew 18 - teacher
first, then administration)
Avoid the following: the use of vulgar or offensive language, dressing immodestly, and the use of
alcohol or tobacco on campus or in the presence of students while part of a CA sponsored activity
(ex: school trip)
Not participate in behaviors that are harmful, harassing or threatening towards students or staff
Avoid using social media or other public forums to undermine, discredit, or otherwise cause
distress to staff, students, the school or others, or inciting others to do so

Failure to comply with these expectations may necessitate intervention by the school
administration. Egregious and/or repeated offenses in these areas and blatant disrespect for school values
while on campus or in a public forum may impact future enrollment decisions by the school. The school
reserves the right to dismiss a student if the actions of the student, parents, or guardians, in the opinion of
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the school, interfere with the school's ability to accomplish its educational purposes. Such dismissal of a
student by the school does not release the parent or guardian from their financial responsibilities to the
school.

Handbook Changes
The policies and procedures in this handbook are subject to change. The administration will
attempt to communicate all changes effectively and in a timely manner. While this publication is extensive,
it is not necessarily intended to be all-encompassing. In situations not specifically covered in this
handbook, the CA administration shall have the final authority.
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TABLE OF OFFENSES AND
CONSEQUENCES
(This is not meant to be an exhaustive list, and occasionally circumstances may arise so
that the administration deems that it is more appropriate to substitute alternative
consequences than those listed below. Also, the frequency or severity of the offense or
the record of past behavior could lead to harsher consequences. Anything not listed in
this table will be dealt with on an individual basis with a strong emphasis on being as
consistent as possible.)
Dress code

Hair code
Minor Offenses:
Running in halls, food/drinks brought into the
building other than the cafeteria, being in the
hallways during class without a hall pass,
inappropriate public display of affection, etc…
4 tardies to school/class in one quarter
8 tardies to school/class in one quarter
8 absences from a class in one semester
(excluding parent notes for funerals)

8 absences from a class
9 absences from a class
10 absences or more
Skipping class/chapel
(Under 3 minutes is usually considered tardy.
More than 3 minutes needs to have a valid reason
and should happen very infrequently.)

Inappropriate gum/trash disposal.
Destruction of school property

Per semester:
1st and 2nd offense: After school detention
3rd offense: In-school suspension (No after school
sports activities)
4th offense: In-school suspension (No after school
activities) and parent conference required
Should a student violate the dress code with clothing
that is unacceptable for school, a parent will be
notified to bring appropriate clothing. A student
may not return to class until he or she becomes dress
code compliant.
After school detention. The detention can be
removed if the hair is cut by the next school day and
approved by the principal.
Warning. (Food and Drink items will be discarded.)
Frequency determines additional consequences.

1 detention and a detention for each additional
tardy
Saturday school, possible additional consequences
Saturday School or Time-for-Time. T/T during
school hours is only available for Srs. with early
release.
(If a student has missed 8 “whole days”, they must
stay 8:00 - 12:00. If only missing 1- 4 classes, they
will stay 30 minutes per class.)
Same as above
Parent/Student/Administrative Conference
Time-for-Time and/or possible denial of credit in the
course
Detention or Saturday School

Assign to campus clean-up duty.
Minimum: Repair or pay for the damage. Apology
to those affected by the damage, and campus or
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Moving Vehicle Violations
Speeding (driving over 15 MPH on campus),
spinning tires, reckless driving, fast stops/starts,
weaving, driving over medians, sidewalks, curbs,
or steps, driving intentionally in the bricked
gutters that line campus roads, allowing anyone to
ride in the back of a pickup as well as hanging,
sitting, or standing on any part of a moving
vehicle.
Possession of fireworks, ammunition, noise or
odor makers
Possession of firearms, pocketknives, chemical
devices or any items that may be classified as
weapons. (This includes play, toy, and look-alike
items.)
Fighting (physical)

Fighting (Verbal)
Throwing food in the cafeteria (one person throws
one item.)
Throwing food which leads to a food fight or
participation in a food fight.

Profanity or racial remarks by gesture, or verbal
or written form
Profanity, verbal or written abuse or flagrant
disrespect directed toward any staff member
Missing an assigned consequence without a valid
reason in advance or without emergency.

community service.
Detention and loss of driving and parking privileges
on campus for one week.
Each subsequent offense will have the consequences
doubled.

Detention or suspension, confiscation and disposal
of item.
Minimum:, one day OSS
Maximum: expulsion
If determined “at fault”, detention or OSS will be
assigned. “At fault” can be one or both parties.
(Verbal abuse which leads to physical abuse can be
deemed “at fault.”)
Counseling by principal with all parties concerned.
Consequences to be determined on an individual
basis.
1st offense minimum: detention and clean-up
2nd offense ISS and clean-up
Campus/community service, One day Saturday
School minimum, payment for any stain removal
from cafeteria surfaces payment for cleaning any bystander’s clothing or payment to replace the item if
the stain remains.
Total non-participation in any athletic or campus
event for at least one week. Placement on Behavior
Probation for minimum of one semester.
Minimum: detention and the student will be required
to explain his or her actions to a parent/guardian.
Minimum one day OSS
Consequence doubled
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Tobacco possession/use (any form) at anytime
Vaping or E-cigarette possession/use at anytime
Alcohol – Being at a party/event where alcohol is
being served and is available for underage
consumption.
Alcohol use not at CA nor school events that
reflects negatively on CA.

Alcohol possession/use at CA or school activities
or “Under the Influence” on campus or school
activities

Positive Drug Test

Illegal drug or paraphernalia possession/use on
campus or at school activities or police
involvement for such possession or use off
campus.
Cell Phone possession or unauthorized use of a
cell phone

OSS = minimum 3 day
Placement on Behavior Probation
OSS = minimum 3 day
Placement on Behavior Probation
Mandatory drug test
OSS = minimum 3 day suspension
Placement on Behavior Probation
Mandatory meeting with school counselor
OSS = minimum 2 weeks.
Placement on Behavior Probation.
One week’s total non-participation in athletic events
upon return to school
Enroll in outside counseling as a condition of
continued enrollment
OSS = minimum remainder of semester
Placement on Behavior Probation.
One week’s total non-participation in athletic events
upon return to school.
Enroll in outside counseling if student is allowed
continued enrollment or if allowed to re-enroll
Minimum: Two week OSS. Athletes who test
positive during their sport season will be removed
from the team for the remainder of the season.
Enroll in outside counseling if student is allowed
continued enrollment at CA.
Regular, subsequent, unannounced drug tests at the
discretion of the administration for at least the
remainder of the semester – cost paid by the parent.
(Possibly allowed to participate in a later sport
provided tests remain negative.)
Expulsion

First offense: 1 detention, parent notified of the
offense, and student may retrieve phone at the end
of day.
Second offense: 1 detention and parent may retrieve
phone at the end of the day.
Third or more offense: Parent may retrieve phone at
the end of the day and student to receive detention
and/or ISS.

ISS
10% reduction in all assignments due during the suspension including tests, projects, reports, etc.
Generally lasts from 7:50 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. even for students with early release. Students shall report
with all books, Bible, paper, and writing implements on time.
OSS
20% reduction in all assignments due during the suspension including tests, projects, reports, etc. .
Students not allowed on campus or at any CA activities during the suspension except for a studentparent-administrators meeting.
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